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PQWT-TC Water Detector
PQWT automatic mapping water detector is based on the Earth's electromagnetic field as
the field source, based on the difference in the conductivity of different underground
geological structures, and by studying the variation law of the electric field components at
different frequencies to study the geological structure and changes, to find groundwater
resources by scientific method. Changes in geological structure are displayed in real-time
through multiple curves.

Automatic form mapping geological profile by one key operate easily, get rid of
complicated computer graphics. The site can quickly understand the geological structure
through the automatic mapping curve and profile, and analyze specific information such
as aquifers, fractures, faults, and caves. The instrument is widely used in the rapid
analysis of geological structure changes in different terrains such as plains, hills,
mountains, plateaus, and basins to determine well locations, aquifers, and aquifer depth.

Features
1. Apply to property management company, water supply company, heating companies,
fire company pipes leak detection.
2. Be suitable for different kind of underground metal and non-metallic pressure piping,
and works on different soil like concrete land, and soft soil too.
3. Combine the dual-mode function acoustic vibration with spectrum technology to
determine the accurate leakage.
4. Setting the function of rough measurement and accurate measurement to quickly lock
the leaking point.
5. The unique design of noise control headset and wind-proof sensor.
6. Five languages ( English; Turkish; Italian, Russian and Arabic) are optional.
7. Non-professionals can learn the operation way in 5 minutes.
8. The Professional technical guidance 24 hours online.
9. Two years warranty.



Technical Specifications
Model PQWT-TC150
Depth 150 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 33frequency
Channel 8
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs(mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－1000mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM

Technical Specifications

Model PQWT-TC300
Depth 300 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 40frequency
Channel 8
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs (mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－1500mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM



Technical Specifications

Model PQWT-TC500
Depth 500 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 56frequency
Channel 8
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs(mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－2000mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM

PQWT-TC Operation Video :
http://www.pqwtcs.com/NewsDetail.aspx?nid=3643&classid=273
https://youtu.be/qkQbiX-Lo2I

PQWT-S 新款找水仪

https://youtu.be/vhgQX4VOe-U
http://pqwtcs.com/NewsDetail.aspx?nid=3650&classid=279

Technical Specifications
Model PQWT-S150
Depth 100/ 150 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 36frequency
Channel 6
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs(mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－2000mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM

http://www.pqwtcs.com/NewsDetail.aspx?nid=3643&classid=273
https://youtu.be/qkQbiX-Lo2I
https://youtu.be/vhgQX4VOe-U
http://pqwtcs.com/NewsDetail.aspx?nid=3650&classid=279


Technical Specifications

Model PQWT-S300
Depth 100/ 150 /300 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 36/40 frequency
Channel 8
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs(mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－2000mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM

Technical Specifications

Model PQWT-S500
Depth 100/ 150 /300 / 500 Meters
Frequency Single, Triple, 36/40 /56 frequency
Channel 8
System PQWT
Language English; Spanish; French; Arabic; Russian
LCD Industrial 7-inch HD touch screen
Units of Measurement △Vs(mV)
Measurement Range 0mV－2000mV
Stand-by Time 8-10 hours
Power Supply Battery Model #26650; 3.7V 4000mAh Rechargeable

lithium battery
Warranty 2Years
Weight 9kg
Carton specifications 40*20*46CM



The working principle
The machine is working by Natural electric field frequency selection method. The data
is Self-potential, and unit is millivolt.
1.The two electrode insert the ground soil and it forms a circuit, The machine collects
earth Self-potential difference data (you can regard it as resistivity if you can not
understand)

2. The machine installs the software to directly from the profile map and curve in the
instrument. The map shows the underground geologic structure.

3. We will observe the profile map and curve to find the abnormal geological structure,
like fracture, fault, and layer changes, which place is easy to save the underground water.

 How To Analyze The Data To Have The Drilling Point
After finishing detecting, How to analysis the Curve graph and profile
map to point out the drilling location for reference?

Step1, First observe the curve to find the “V” “L” “W”
“A”(measuring point display regular a lot of falling curves, lower potential
difference data, and mark the position number. (The horizontal line of Curve is
measurement point, The vertical line of the curve is underground material’s
potential difference data(could regard as resistivity value )

From the below Curve, finding the “V”, Which is a lot of falling, the low value is
low potential difference data and high probability for water. The below case is
at point 4 and point 8.

Step 2, We will observe the profile map, (The horizontal line of profile map is



measurement point, The vertical line of profile map is measurement depth)

1. Blue, light blue just meaning it is low resistivity, like water, soft mud, and
some mineral are all low resistivity, so not just this kind of color is water;
2. Yellow means the middle resistivity, like rock or something;
3. Red means the high resistivity, like the cavity or hard rock;

So not each color could stand for anything, the map just could help us to
analysis the geological structure, need to combine the local geological, that's
the reason

We hope before using this machine, please measure the drilled well at local,
give us for reference, so that the accuracy could be improved.

As we all know, if it is a whole rock, the water will not gather into the
underground.
So when we find the crack/fracture between the two rock, there is the high
probability to find the water deep underground.
You also can find the rock perched is broken there, and there is the blue
between them( the water will easily save at the crack of rock). It will be the
water well drilling position at the edge of the mass rock.

From the below Map,
blue stand for low-value, high probability for water
Yellow stand for middle-value, high probability for rock
Red stand for high-value, high probability for the cave or hard rock.
Point 4 & 8 are in the crack of the rock, the crack area is most easy to gather
the water. (the Whole rock will not save the water), So combine the Curve and
map, the Point 4 & 8 are best chose to drill well.




